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Abstract

Real-time simulation of diaphragm displacement
during physiological and mechanical ventilation

Linus Nilsson

This thesis presents a tunable 3D real-time interactive simulator of the geometrical
displacement of the thoracic diaphragm during physiological and mechanical
ventilation. Particular attention is placed on capturing the heterogeneous tissue
composition while maintaining computational efficiency and accuracy. The long term
goal is to establish an accurate theoretical model to complement the experimental
and clinical studies of the side effects associated with mechanical ventilation and to
overcome the ethical difficulties of performing time resolved studies on human
patients. The deformations are modelled using a commercial 3D model and a
mass-spring model together with distance constraints and Verlet integration. The
simulator is easily adjusted in real-time to many different cases of ventilation and
validated through inspection and comparison with existing models. More research is
needed to validate the model using patient specific data, as well as extending the
model to include additional physiological and pathophysiological components. Long
term goals includes considering the microscopic aspects of cellular mechanics to
capture the underlying causes of ventilator-induced diaphragmatic dysfunction.
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Abstract

Realtidssimulering av diafragmans förflyttning vid
fysiologisk och mekanisk ventilation

Linus Nilsson

I det här arbetet presenteras en interaktiv 3D realtidssimulator för de geometriska
förändringarna hos diafragman som uppstår under fysiologisk och mekanisk
ventilation. Speciellt fokus ägnas åt att modellera diafragmans heterogena vävnad och
samtidigt behålla beräkningseffektiva och noggranna simuleringar. Det långsiktiga målet
är att bidra med en teoretisk modell för att komplettera kliniska studier på de
bieffekter som associeras till mekanisk ventilation och för att överkomma de etiska
problemen som hindrar tidsanalyser på mänskliga patienter. Som deformationsmodell
används en mass-fjäder modell tillsammans med avståndsvillkor och Verlet integration.
Simulatorn är enkel att justera i realtid och resultatet valideras genom jämförelse med
liknande modeller och genom inspektion. Mer forskning måste tillägnas för att anpassa
simuleringar till patientspecifika fall och för att inkludera fler komponenter från
respirationssystemet. För att nå de långsiktiga målen måste en cellulär modell
inkluderas för att återge de underliggande faktorerna bakom så kallad
ventilatorinducerad diafragmatiskdysfunktion.
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Part I

Introdution

1 Bakground

Critially ill patients treated in the intensive are unit (ICU) frequently needs

pharmaologial and non-pharmaologial life-support and, although life-saving,

some ICU interventions have signi�ant negative e�ets on long term morbidity

and mortality [14, 40℄. Mehanial ventilation (MV) is a life-saving method to

assist or replae the physiologial breathing in ase of primitive or seondary

respiratory failure, ardiovasular instability or, for various reasons, the need

for deep sedation. Mehanially ventilated patients surviving the aute phase

of ritial illness experiene several important negative side e�ets on the respi-

ratory system. Among them are di�ulties to liberate or to �wean� the patient

from the ventilatory treatment. Failure to wean ours in about 26-46% of the

mehanially ventilated patients, ausing inreased morbidity, longer need of

intensive are as well as substantially inreased osts of are [8℄.

Among the auses of weaning failure is a signi�ant derease in the perfor-

mane of the respiratory musles, inluding in partiular, the priniple musle of

the ventilatory pump known as the diaphragm. The diaphragm is responsible

for 70-80% of the ventilatory work during normal breathing. During physio-

logial inspiration, the diaphragm ontrats and onsequentially inreases the

vertial spae inside the hest, allowing air to �ow through the airways and

�ll the lungs. During MV, the physiologial negative pressure ventilation is re-

plaed by an opposite, positive pressure ventilation and this is onsidered one of

the main auses of the observed derease in funtion of the diaphragm, termed

ventilator-indued diaphragmati dysfuntion (VIDD) [28℄.

Mehanial ventilation is performed by mahines (mehanial ventilators)

pumping air at positive pressure into the patients airways and during ontinuous

MV (CMV) the total work of breathing (WOB) is performed by the ventilator.

In these onditions the respiratory musle, inluding the diaphragm, are non-

ontrating and ylially passively strethed and displaed. Conversely, during

assisted MV (AMV), the WOB is variably divided between the patient and the

ventilator. Sassoon et al. [33℄ have shown in animal studies that maintaining

some musle ativity using AMV appeared to prevent VIDD whereas CMV

resulted in a 48% derease in diaphragmati ontratility. Studies on animal

models [33℄ and on human ICU patients [21℄ indiates that the loss of struture

and funtion of the skeletal musles exposed to CMV seems to originate from a

very omplex network of biohemial proesses. The response of the diaphragm

to ICU onditions is espeially signi�ant as animal studies have shown the

diaphragm to weaken after just 2-3 days of CMV [33℄. The diaphragm thus

seems to be espeially a�eted in omparison to other skeletal musles, e.g.

trunk, limb and mastiatory musle. The time trend of these responses seems

ruial in order to determine the relation between struture and funtion and to
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establish the main di�erenes among the diaphragm and the peripheral musles

[1℄.

One of the main unresolved problem in this �eld remains a time resolved

analysis [28℄. A strit time resolved analysis is only allowed on animals for obvi-

ous ethial reasons. The need for a omputer simulation hene derives from the

extreme di�ulties of examining the diaphragm in vivo and to obtain human

diaphragm biopsies. For ethial reasons, it is almost impossible to do a time

resolved analysis of the diaphragm dysfuntion at ellular and subellular level

in human patients. This work is part of a larger projet and aims to model

the geometrial hanges of the diaphragm during physiologial and mehanial

ventilation. Partiular attention is plaed on modelling the omplex physiol-

ogy of the diaphragm while maintaining real-time performane and e�ieny

to allow for an useful interative analysis. Knowledge about the physiology

of the diaphragm and its in�uene on surrounding organs is ruial in many

interventional methods suh as liver surgery, laparosopy and radiotherapy to

name a few. Further more, the movement of the diaphragm is signi�ant in

establishing a relationship between the pressure and volume hanges of the tho-

rax and abdomen during respiration. Simulating musle, or soft-tissue, suh as

the diaphragm have primarily been done using either �nite element methods

(FEM) or partile-based methods suh as the mass-spring model (MSM). The

FEM o�er highly aurate deformations but are omputationally expensive and

have limited real-time apabilities. Mass-spring models are generally onsidered

omputationally e�ient, but may beome inaurate beause of the di�ulties

in determining the large amount of model parameters. Nevertheless, the ver-

satile properties and simple implementation of the MSM determined its use in

this projet.

1.1 Aims

To develop a tunable omputer-based real-time 3D simulation of the diaphragm.

The model will be used to simulate the displaement of the diaphragm during

physiologial and mehanial ventilation. The simulation needs to be robust

and tunable to math the di�erent ases of ventilation.

1.2 Limitations

This projet fouses exlusively on the diaphragm as a respiratory omponent.

The nonlinear visoelasti e�ets of soft-tissue are treated as linear visoelasti

beause of the lak of experimental data neessary for validation.

1.3 The layout of this work

Part II explains the ventilatory system with partiular fous on the anatomy

and physiology of the thorai diaphragm: the priniple omponent of the ven-

tilatory pump. The part onludes with the side e�ets of MV and the need of
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theoretial frameworks to overome the severe di�ulties of analysing the di-

aphragm in vivo and to omplement the data derived from animal models and

human patients. Readers familiar with the funtional aspets of the thorai

diaphragm and the basi onepts of physiologial ventilation and MV may skip

these setions and start at Set. 3.3. Part III deals with the mathematial

modelling and starts by presenting the bene�ts of using omputer simulation

methods and virtual reality (VR) environments, with emphasis on medial ap-

pliations. The hapter outlines the mehanial properties of soft-tissue and

introdues the mass-spring model as a viable soft-tissue deformation model. A

thorough analysis of mass-spring models is presented followed by the numerial

aspets of solving the resulting di�erential equations while maintaining stability

and su�ient auray. Readers familiar with the harmoni osillator and the

notion of springs and masses may skip to Set. 5.1.3. The ommon artefats

of the onventional MSM, in partiular the unreasonable streth that ours

during large deformations, are handled in Set. 5.3.2 by introduing a method

derived from onstrained dynamis. Part IV disusses the implementation start-

ing at the reonstrution of the three-dimensional (3D) geometry followed by

the physiologial onsiderations and the strategies to apture the opposite se-

narios of physiologial ventilation and MV. The thesis onludes by disussing

urrent limitations, optimizations strategies and future work. The latter dis-

usses the use of inluding additional physiologial omponents, future in silio

simulations, the advantages of using a standardized, portable framework and

the neessity of establishing linial ollaborations to improve the theoretial

model.

1.4 Related work

The diaphragm is the prinipal musle of the ventilatory pump and is surrounded

by the lungs, the heart, the liver and the stomah. An understanding of its be-

haviour and impat on neighbouring organs is ritial in the treatment of ICU

patients, in the development of medial equipment and surgial methods and

in the training of medial professionals. A non-medial interest is found in the

omputer graphis ommunity where animation studios and game developers

tries to portray realisti human breathing, for whih the diaphragm may work

as an ative omponent. Zordan et al., 2004 [41℄, foused on the human torso

and ombined a ommerially available rigid-body dynamis solver with elasti-

ally deformable omponents (springs performing the same funtion as musles)

to animate human breathing. The authors themselves admits that their ap-

proah may not be partiular sophistiated and that inorporating mixed om-

positions are needed to better apture the omplexity of the involved strutures.

Promayon et al., 2008 [29℄, simulated the diaphragm using a spring-less parti-

le model similar to a regular MSM. The authors de�ne linear atuator fores

(LAFs) that fores partiles to move towards an ideal state of minimum energy

by minimizing an assoiated funtion. The advantage of LAFs are a redued

number of simulation parameters ompared to a onventional MSM. In addition,

Promayon et al. onsiders the anatomy by dividing the diaphragm into a (twie
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as sti�) tendinous and musular part. Villard et al., 2009 [36℄ presented a train-

ing simulator used for interventional radiology. The simulator used kinemati

laws to move the ribs and the Chainmail algorithm, trading auray for om-

putational speed, to simulate the deformation of the diaphragm. The simulator

was manually tuned and its resemblane to a real diaphragm was on�rmed by a

linial ollaborator. In the same year, Villard et al., [38℄, expanded on previous

works using mass-spring and tensional integrity (�tensegrity�) theory to model

the mixture of musle and tendon that omprises the diaphragm. The tensegrity

is added as a post-proessing step foring distane onstraints between pair-wise

points. The methodology was evaluated by inspetion using several diaphragms

and by omparing patient spei� models to 4D Computed Tomography (CT)

sans. Villard et al. shows that by modelling eah type of tissue separately, the

resulting displaements losely follows that of a real diaphragm. Villard et al.,

2011 [37℄ inluded the diaphragm as a respiratory omponent when developing

a VR simulator for liver biopsy. The movement of the diaphragm was simulated

by displaing the entral tendon of the diaphragm diretly. Elasti behaviour

of the musular peripheral was ahieved using the Chainmail algorithm. As

shown by Villard et al. [38℄ and Promayon et al. [29℄, modelling the diaphragm

aording to its physiology by onsidering the variation in tissues and inor-

porating physiologially orret boundary onditions provides a solid basis for

future models.
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Part II

Physiologial and mehanial

ventilation

2 Physiologial respiration

It is well known that humans need to breathe to survive. In medial siene, the

proess of �breathing� is referred to as physiologial (or spontaneous) respiration.

The system responsible of moving oxygen from the atmosphere into our lungs is

alled the physiologial respiratory system and inludes the lungs, the airways

and, during inspiration, the ventilatory musles. The primary funtion of phys-

iologial respiration is to supply oxygen to our ells where the oxygen allows

the ells to perform the essential task of ellular respiration where biohemial

energy is onverted into the more useful form of adenosine triphosphate (ATP).

The ventilatory system is also responsible of removing the resulting metaboli

waste produt arbon dioxide.

2.1 The lungs

The lungs are perhaps the most well known omponent of the respiratory system.

As air is inhaled through the mouth and nose it passes through the trahea, the

bronhi and bronhioles until �nally reahing the alveoli where the gas exhange

of arbon dioxide and oxygen ours through di�usion. The struture of the

bronhi, bronhioles and alveoli may be visualized as an inverted tree. The

alveolus is a a hollow avity surrounded by apillaries and plaed at the end of

the bronhioles. The alveoli are omprised of elasti �bres whih allows them

to expand when the oxygen enrihed air �lls them during inhalation and de�ate

during exhalation in order to expel arbon dioxide into the atmosphere.

2.2 The ventilatory musles

The ventilatory musles are the musles involved in moving air from the at-

mosphere into the lungs and in removing exess arbon dioxide. The musle

involvement varies with several fators suh as physial ativity, oxygen ontent

in the available gas, lungs and heart e�ieny, hemoglobin blood onentra-

tion, tissue oxygen onsumption and more. A omplete list of musles involved

during fored ventilation is not yet fully understood. The prinipal musles of

tidal ventilation (i.e. non-fored) are onsidered the external interostals and

the diaphragm.

The interostal musles

The external interostal are the main inspiratory musles together with the di-

aphragm. The external interostals are inserted between the ribs. The external
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interostals extend from the inferior border of eah rib to insert into the su-

perior border of the immediately inferior rib. During ontration, the external

interostals rotates the ribs upward and outwards thereby enlarging the tho-

rai avity. The internal interostals inserts anteriorly at the sternum and

passes between the ribs while attahing to the inferior border of the above rib.

The internal interostal musles are not ative during normal onditions but are

ativated during fored exhalation, moving the ribage downward and inward.

The thorai diaphragm

The thorai diaphragm (from here onwards addressed simply as the diaphragm)

is the primary musle of ventilation and is responsible of 70-80% of the work

during physiologial ventilation. The diaphragm is a thin double-dome shaped

skeletal musle loated below the lungs and above the stomah and liver sep-

arating the thorai avity from the abdominal avity. The right dome being

slightly larger than then left is superior to the liver while the left is inferior to

the heart and superior to the stomah. The musular �bres of the diaphragm

are grouped aording to origin into ostal, sternal and vertebral. The �bres

radiate from the entral tendon of the diaphragm slightly anterior inside the

thorax to the three lumbar vertebral bodies, the inner surfaes of the lower six

ribs and to the lowest point on the breastbone in the entre of the hest, alled

the xiphoid proess [32℄.

The diaphragm attahes to the lower six ribs, the lumbar vertebra's and to

the inner and inside part of the xiphoid proess of the sternum. The diaphragm

ontains several openings of whih the three largest allows passage of the esoph-

agus, aorta and vena ava. During inhalation, the diaphragm ontrats and the

tension within the musle �bres pulls the entral tendon towards the abdominal

ompartment and inreases the thikness of the zone of apposition (ZAP). The

ontration inreases the abdominal pressure. In addition, the ostal �bres ap-

ply a fore to the lower six ribs e�etively pushing them outward and upwards

[32℄. As the entral tendon desends, the diaphragm �attens its two domes

reating additional vertial spae in the thorai avity. The opposite ours

during exhale as the diaphragm relaxes and dereases the vertial spae.
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Figure 1: The diaphragm separates the thorai and abdominal avity. The

two domes are visible whereas the right (�gure's left) dome is larger than the

left. Upon inhalation, the diaphragm moves, �attening its domes, towards the

abdomen, inreasing the vertial spae in the hest and allowing room for the

lungs to expand (middle �gure). Swithing to exhalation (�gure's right) the

diaphragm passively relaxes and pushes against the lungs, releasing air bak

into the atmosphere.

2.3 The mehanis of ventilation

The mehanis of ventilation is a fasinating and well researhed area not easily

summarized in a few paragraphs. The reader is referred to medial textbooks

suh as the Handbook of Physiology [23℄ for a omprehensive review. A basi ex-

planation of ventilation, with partiular attention to the diaphragm, is however

needed to understand the beautiful interation between the di�erent ompo-

nents of the ventilatory system and the resulting pressure gradients. In order

to ease the explanation, proper de�nitions of spei� pressures and pressure

gradients will be introdued.

Pressures and pressure di�erenes

Ventilation is usually desribed by averaged pressures and pressure di�erenes

that determines the �ow of gases. The following de�nitions are useful.

P

m

The pressure at the mouth.

P

alv

The pressure in the alveoli.

P

pl

The pressure in the pleural avity.

P

bs

The pressure ating on the body surfae.

The pressures are often expressed in relation to a referene pressure, whih most

often is the atmospheri pressure or the pressure at the mouth, Pm = Pbs =
1 atm. When expressed as the referene pressures, Pm = Pbs = 0. With these

values in mind, the three most useful pressure di�erenes an be properly de�ned

as the following.

∆Ptr = Palv − Pm The transrespiratory pressure.
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∆Ptp = Palv − Ppl The transpulmonary pressure.

∆Ptt = Pbs − Ppl The transthorai pressure.

2.4 Physiologial inspiration

Physiologial inspiration starts with the external interostals ontrating. The

ribage is rotated outwards and upwards, thereby inreasing the volume of the

thorai avity and the transthorai pressure ∆Ptt. The diaphragm ontrats

and moves towards the abdomen further inreasing the volume of the thorai

avity. This inrease of thorai volume dereases the plural pressure Ppl and

inreases the volume of the plural avity and transpulmonary pressure ∆Ptp.
The plural pressure drops and the volume of the alveoli inreases as the alveolar

pressure Palv dereases. The seond law of thermodynamis states that gases

(or liquids) at high pressure �ows towards low pressure areas. This implies that

when the alveolar pressure Palv is less than the pressure at the mouth Pm, air

�ows through the airways and �lls the lungs. This is eloquently expressed using

the transrespiratory pressure as �air �lls the lungs when ∆Ptr < 0�. This is

why physiologial ventilation is referred to as being negative pressure based.

Towards the end of inspiration, alveolar pressure equalizes with the atmosphere

(∆Ptr = 0) and the inspiratory �ow of air omes to a halt.

2.5 Physiologial expiration

Physiologial inspiration involves musles (in partiular the diaphragm) while

the opposite is true of tidal exhalation. At the end of inspiration, the diaphragm

is �attened towards the abdomen and experienes a pressure direted from the

abdomen towards the thorai avity. At the same time, the onnetive tissue

of the lungs is strethed at their maximum tidal apaity. The resulting ten-

sion produes an elasti reoil that during exhale rotates the ribage inwards

and downwards. The relaxation of the diaphragm moves it towards the lungs,

dereases the vertial spae of the thorai avity and returns the diaphragm to

its prior dome shape. The opposite gas exhange ours as the alveolar pressure

inreases above atmospheri pressure and air �ows from the lungs and into the

air. Fored exhalation suh as when blowing out air inludes musles, in parti-

ular the abdominal musles and the internal interostals. These musles further

inreases abdominal and intrathorai pressures making the exhale beome more

powerful.

3 Mehanial ventilation

A patient may, for many reasons, be unable to perform ertain stages, or any, of

their physiologial ventilation. In these ases, mehanial ventilation may assist

or replae the physiologial ventilation under patient determined durations of

time. Hand-driven pumps were �rst used but were soon replaed by mahines,

or mehanial ventilators, whih allowed medial professionals inreased ontrol
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and �exibility by o�ering a number of settings. One of the earliest mehanial

ventilators was the �Iron Lung�, a non-invasive ventilator that mimiked the

physiologial ventilation by foring the transpulmonary pressure (see Set. 2.3)

to beome negative (i.e. Ptp < 0). The Iron Lung enapsulated the hest in

an air-tight hamber and removed the air to reate a vauum. The hest would

expand and the intrapulmonary pressure derease, allowing air to �ll the lungs.

Expiration was performed by equalizing the hamber to its surrounding and

using the natural reoil of the onnetive tissue of the lungs to expel the gas,

as desribed in Set. 2.5. Ventilators operating opposite the physiologial ven-

tilation (i.e. positive pressure ventilation) beame more ommon than negative

pressure ventilators (suh as the Iron Lung) through tehnial advanements.

The positive pressure ventilators fore air through the airways into the lungs and

expel air by the same priniple as the Iron Lung but inludes additional settings,

suh as extrinsi positive end expiratory pressure (PEEP). Elevating baseline

airway pressure using PEEP is an e�etive tool to prevent alveoli ollapse and

to maintain the funtional reserve apaity (FRC), that is, the maximum vol-

ume of air remaining at the end of an tidal exhale. In spontaneously breathing

patients, ontinuous positive airway pressure (CPAP), is used for alveolar re-

ruitment, as well as to relieve the respiratory musle fatigue. The CPAP is

one of the simplest modes of non-invasive-ventilation and is applied through a

faial mask or a helmet, without the need for traheal intubation. Unless stated

otherwise, when referring to MV it is in assumed to be positive pressure based

MV in intubated or traheostomized patients.

Continuous mandatory ventilation (CMV) does not allow a patient to inlude

their own breathing while assisted mandatory ventilation (AMV) divides the

WOB between the ventilator and the patient. Less than 10% of patients are

plaed under CMV, as patient triggered triggeredMV or AMV is preferred as the

assoiated side e�ets of CMV inludes pneumonia, ardiovasular ompromise,

barotrauma, ventilator-indued lung injury [21℄ and, as will be disussed in Set.

3.3, ventilator-indued diaphragmati dysfuntion.

3.1 Inspiration during mehanial ventilation

Modern mehanial ventilators o�er medial professionals a large seletion of

ventilation modes to be used during inspiratory support. The modes available

vary among mahines and manufaturer and may have varying degrees of teh-

nial omplexity. In general, the modes allows physiians to hoose if gas should

be delivered up to a ertain volume or pressure, how the ventilator swithes be-

tween inspiration and expiration, the gas �ow pattern and if the mahine is to

be used as replaement or assistane to the patients breathing, i.e. CMV or

AMV.

3.2 Expiration during mehanial ventilation

The expiration during positive pressure MV is performed analogously with the

physiologial expiration as desribed in Set. 2.5 i.e. the elasti reoil of the
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onnetive tissue of the lungs and the relaxation of the diaphragm moves the

ribage down and expels the gas bak into the atmosphere.

3.3 Ventilator-indued diaphragmati dysfuntion

Mehanial ventilation is a life-saving interventional method in the ICU but is

assoiated with numerous side e�ets that prolong the duration of stay and om-

pliates the weaning from the ventilator. These fators may onstitute a major

impat on healthare resoures and treatment as well as inreasing the ost of

are. The phenomenon of weakened ventilatory musles have been observed

in mehanially ventilated patients and the term �ventilator-indued diaphrag-

mati dysfuntion�, or VIDD was proposed by Vassilakopoulos and Petrof in

relation to the diaphragm [28℄. The linial disussion of VIDD is tehnial and

entres around the ellular aspets and exeeds the span of this work. Interested

readers are referred to the work by Sassoon et al., 2004 [33℄ or the review by

Petrof et al. 2010 [28℄ of whih this setion is mostly based on.

VIDD refers to hanges in funtion of the diaphragm that do not originate

from the entral or peripheral nervous system [28℄. In animal studies, the ob-

served hanges are linked to the hanges ourring within the musle �bres.

Studies on human patients with weaning di�ulties have shown that te neural

input to the diaphragm atually inreased, but the resulting net ontratile fore

remained dereased [28℄.

MV onstitutes a partiularly speial senario of no musular or eletrial

ativity but still a yli hange of myo�bre length aused by either lung in�a-

tion or PEEP. This is, judged from a physiologial view, an abnormal senario

that beomes even more abnormal by onsidering the unique properties of the

diaphragm and its physiologial environment. The diaphragm is used approx-

imately 30-40% of the time, 24 hours per day, everyday until death and is

normally exposed to a negative pressure environment along its pleural surfae.

During positive pressure CMV, this environment is removed and the diaphragms

ventilatory funtions beome suspended. Petrof et al. proposes the sum of these

fators as an likely explanation of the very rapid diaphragmati atrophy and

fore loss observed during MV [28℄. The rapid redution in musular tension

has also been observed in rabbits plaed under CMV by Sassoon et al. [33℄. Af-

ter three days, a 50% redution was measured in the maximal isometri tension

within the diaphragm. This response is faster than what has been observed in

studies of rat hind limb musle and Sassoon et al. speulates that the diaphragm

might be partiularly sensitive to the onditions of CMV [33℄. Studies of rats

exposed to MV have shown a rapid inrease of markers of oxidative stress in as

short as 6 hours and that the ellular targets of diaphragmati oxidation may

involve the proteins myosin and atin, the two major ontributors behind the

ontratile properties of musle �bres.

Muh of the ellular hanges during MV is derived from animal studies

beause of the obvious ethial di�ulties of using human patients and plaing

them under CMV for long periods of time. A ouple of noteworthy studies

on deeased humans have been performed. A human study of 13 deeased
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infants have shown that those exposed to MV for a duration of 12 days showed

severe di�use atrophy of the diaphragmati �bres. Suh hanges was absent in

the diaphragm of patients ventilated for less than 7 days [21℄. A study on 14

deeased organ donors subjeted to 18-69 hours of CMV resulted in more than

a 50% redution in ross-setional areas of slow and fast twithing musle �bres

[22℄. The hypothesise that humans are subjeted to the same side-e�ets as

animals due to prolonged CMV are hene beoming inreasingly apparent.

Petrof et al. [28℄ onludes that most importantly is the data laking in

human patients regarding most aspets of VIDD, inluding a time resolved

analysis during MV and its relationship to injury, atrophy, and ellular hanges

as indiated in animal studies.
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Part III

Mathematial modelling

4 Experiments vs. simulations

The development of theoretial frameworks and robust simulation methods in

the early 1950s and onward have been, and are still, hanging the way engi-

neering is done. The advanes made in the eletroni industry together with

the development of e�etive and robust numerial methods have equally on-

tributed in the shift from experiment-based methods to omputer simulations.

No longer are expensive experiments the only sienti� option to gain insight

into the physial world. In medial engineering, and in partiular the �eld of

biomehanis, the need of robust, aurate and e�ient simulations are arguably

one of the greatest as obvious ethial and �nanial di�ulties stands in the way

of human experiments. Traditionally, physiians pratie with animals, adav-

ers and real patients under supervision of more experiened professionals. This

have been shown to be far from ideal sine quality adavers are expensive and

the di�erene in funtional behaviour between a dead animal and a living hu-

man does not prepare a surgeon for the operating room [18℄. A virtual reality

environment using high-end graphi rendering o�ers surgeon a realisti visual

experiene. The use of hapti-rendering tools provide an additional layer of re-

alism as the surgeon reeives tatile feedbak during a proedure. The surgial

simulators used for preparing surgeons for invasive proedures are in need of

both more aurate and omputationally less demanding methods [4, 9℄. The

theoretial hallenge is to develop a framework of whih important priniples

and postulates formulate the governing equations desribing the behaviour of a

system. The framework must be evaluated to ensure its preditive apabilities

and implemented e�iently to provide satisfatory and eonomial simulations.

4.1 The omplexity of soft-tissue

Computers are mahines with �nite resoures and preision. For a omputer

to be used as a modelling tool it is, in almost all ases, neessary to redue

the omplexity of the system and keep what is assumed to be the most impor-

tant features. This is done with reasonable and aeptable simpli�ations and

heuristis. To perform these hoies, it is important to understand the physial

properties of the system in question.

The diaphragm is a skeletal musle omprised of soft-tissue. Soft-tissue is a

general term and refers to all tissue in the body that surrounds, support and

onnets organs and strutures not made of bone. This inludes tendons, lig-

aments, fat, skin, nerves, fasia, blood vessels, musle and muh more. The

physial properties of soft-tissue varies among itself as eah type of soft-tissue is

speialized at performing a ertain funtion. On a mirosopi sale however, all

soft-tissue are omposed of the same basi omponents of ells and extraellular
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Figure 2: The general nonlinear relationship between streth and strain.

matrix [19℄. The ellular aspets of soft-tissue is an interesting topi but is out-

side the sope of this thesis. For interested readers the work by Fung [15℄ overs

the mehanial properties of soft-tissue in depth and is highly reommended.

It is however important to understand that the onstitutional relations of soft-

tissue is derived from its mirostruture, in partiular, the on�guration of the

proteins ollagen and elastin that omprises most of the extraellular matrix. In

general most soft-tissue exhibit inelasti, heterogeneous, anisotropi behaviour

that varies in time from point to point and from individual to individual [19℄.

Many tissues also exhibit inompressibility under loading, whih is assumed to

be beause of the high water ontent. Invasive proedures are likely to hange

the future behaviour of tissue, hene soft-tissue may exhibit hysteresis [18℄.

These inredibly diverse properties are at the entre of soft-tissue modelling

and needs to be onsidered before any idealizations are made. The nonlinear

stress-strain relationship is illustrated in Fig. 2. The relationship is shared with

many industrial long-hain, ross-linked polymetri strutures, suh as rubber

(though many di�erenes also exists) [19℄.

5 Biomehanial deformation models

Modelling in vivo biologial strutures requires a broad set of modelling tools.

Nedel et al. [27℄ suggests dividing the omponents into rigid and non-rigid

omponents. Promayon et al. [29℄ suggests dividing into rigid, deformable and

ative deformable omponents where bone and ligaments belongs to the former

and tissue suh as musle to the latter.

Deformation poses a hallenging task in theory and several deformation mod-

els for soft-tissue have been proposed. The most ommon deformation models

may be divided into three major groups. The �rst is geometry based meth-
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ods that uses mathematial abstrations suh as splines and impliit surfaes

to model deformation. These methods are often hosen beause of the e�ient

use of omputational resoures and the obviously strong foundation in mathe-

matis. The lak of relation between the real world poses the most signi�ant

disadvantage for these models. The seond group is ommonly alled partile

based models and inludes, among others, the MSM and the Chainmail algo-

rithm. These methods works in priniple by disretizing a body into a number

of partiles that interats to eah other by some well established rules. The dis-

plaements of these partiles may often be formulated as a system of di�erential

equations and solved with a well hosen numerial method. The third group

onsists of Finite Element Methods (FEMs) [18℄. The FEM is based on the

laws of ontinuum mehanis and is very ommon in omputational strutural

mehanis beause of its support of omplex geometries [16℄ and inorporation

of well de�ned, material spei�, mehanial properties. Although muh works

is urrently invested in making FEMs suitable for real-time simulations the

urrent use of FEM is limited beause of the assoiated higher omputational

osts. Mass-spring models are generally less omputationally expensive than

FEMs and are thus inherently more suitable for real-time simulations. A MSM

may however be very di�ult to tune beause of the large amount of param-

eters. As will be disussed, the model parameters laks a diret relationship

between ommon mehanial properties e.g. Young's modulus, Poisson's ratio

and the Lamé onstants [3℄. Methods of tuning MSMs have been, and are still,

researhed and geneti algorithms and neural-networks [12℄ have been proposed

as improved alternatives to trial-and-error and inspetion.

The foremost requirement of any hosen model is that the solution does

not deviate from reality by too muh. What �too muh� means is determined

by eah spei� problem. In the �eld of CAS, aspiring surgeons may perform

proedures in virtual reality environments where the tatile sensation and visual

representation of a body may be more important than ahieving highly aurate

deformations [9, 38, 4℄. The opposite may undoubtedly be true in e.g. liver

surgery, radiotherapy and laparosopy where preision is of greater importane

[38℄.

5.1 Mass-spring models

The MSM also alled mass-spring system [12℄, mass-spring damper model [3℄ or

spring-mass osillator [5℄ is a physis-based model widely used in engineering

beause of its simpliity, speed and aeptable auray. Mass-spring models

have a wide range of appliations: from the synthesis of vibrations and osilla-

tions [10℄ to soft-tissue deformations [11, 13, 12, 18, 31, 38℄ and muh more. An

unountable number of reative ways of using MSM are found in the omputer-

graphis ommunity by e.g. Miller, 1998 [24℄ who animated the motion of snakes

and worms and Tu., Terzopoulos, 1994 [35℄ who animated the motion of �sh.

The widespread use of MSM have not only opened the way whih MSM are

used, but have also developed the mathematial theory. In simple terms, the

MSM works by disretizing a body into a set of partiles and onnets neigh-
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bouring partiles with massless (�virtual�) springs obeying some onstitutional

law, often Hooke's law [5℄. The neighbouring partiles may be identi�ed using

some visual onstrut, suh as a polygon mesh, or through some other riteria

e.g. a maximum distane. The virtual springs an be seen either as a mathe-

matial abstration of reating a dependene between partiles or as a onstrut

to transfer (or remove) energy within (from) the system. The behaviour of a

MSM is dependent on the disretization, the model parameters (spring sti�ness,

partile mass and the various forms of damping) and the numerial method used

to solve the resulting equations. An understanding of eah of these areas is im-

portant in order to ontrol the behaviour of, and properly evaluate, the MSM.

5.1.1 Analysis of the harmoni osillator

The analytial solution of heavily oupled MSM are not known but may be

approximated using numerial methods. The simple ases however with few

partiles, simple onnetions and niely behaved fores an be solved analytially

using partile dynamis.

k
m

e1

e2

Figure 3: A partile with mass m is assumed to be at rest. The partile is

onneted to an immovable wall with a massless spring with sti�ness k.

Newton's seond law of motion states that for a partile with onstant mass

m the produt of mass and aeleration a(t) equals the sum of ating fores

F (t).

ma(t) =
∑

F (t) (1)

The spring in Fig. 3 is a virtual (i.e. massless) representation of a physial

spring. In the one-dimensional ase with linear springs, Hooke's law states that

the fore F s(t) needed to displae a spring by amount ∆x(t) is proportionate
to ∆x(t).

F s(t) = −k∆x(t) (2)

The salar k ∈ R is referred to as the spring sti�ness with dimension

kg
s2
. The

partile in Fig. 3 is in rest without any displaement (∆x(t) = 0) and F s(t) = 0.

If we assume an onstant external fore F e(t) is applied to the partile, and

that the fore ats long enough to displae the partile from rest, the resulting

on�guration is shown in Fig. 4.
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Figure 4: The partile is moved from its initial position. The spring is strethed

and as suh applies an restoring fore F s(t) in the negative e1-diretion to return
the spring to rest.

ma(t) =
∑

F (t) = F s(t) = −k∆x(t) (3)

De�ning our origin to be x0
def
= x(t = 0) = 0 and the displaement to equal

∆x(t) = x(t)− x0 = x(t), Eq. (3) may be formulated as

m
d2x(t)

dt2
+ kx(t) = 0 (4)

The form of Eq. (4) is of an seond-order, linear, homogeneous and onstant

oe�ient ordinary di�erential equation (ODE) and have the general omplex

solution

x(t) = A±e
±iωtê1 (5)

where ω ∈ R is determined from the systems on�guration and A± ∈ R are de-

termined through initial onditions, ê1 is an unit vetor in positive e1-diretion.

An important and useful property of linear ODEs is that if both x1(t) and x2(t)
are solutions then the sum x3(t) = x1(t) + x2(t) is also an solution. Inserting

Eq. (5) in Eq. (4) and simplifying gives

ω = ±
√

k

m
(6)

as long as A± 6= 0. The onstant ω is alled the angular frequeny

[
rad
s

]
. It

is lear that x(t) ∈ C is a solution to Eq. (4). The physial interpretation of

position is expeted to be real (i.e. x(t) ∈ R) and lukily a real solution an be

obtained by superposition,

x(t) = (A+e
iωt +B−e

−iωt)ê1. (7)

and requiring that A+ and B− eliminates the resulting imaginary parts (easily

proven using Euler's identity). As an example, A+ = B− gives

x(t) = Ccos(ωt), (8)
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as C = 2B− and x(t) = |x(t)|. An apparent downside of Eq. (8) is that the

partile is assumed to be at rest at t = 0, whih might not always hold true.

This an be aounted for by introduing a salar φ ∈ R representing phase.

x(t) = Ccos(ωt+ φ)ê1 (9)

Figure 5 shows a solution to Eq. (4) with C = 1, φ = 0 and ω = 1.
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Figure 5: The position is periodi in time without any hange in amplitude. The

energy is onstant and the partile osillates around its equilibrium inde�nitely.

The harmoni osillator is an osillator that is neither damped or driven by an

external fore.

As the only fore doing work on the partile is F s(t), the system is onser-

vative and the total energy is onstant.

Etotal = Ekinetic + Epotential =
1

2
m

(
dx(t)

dt

)2

+
1

2
kx(t)2 (10)

Substituting x(t) = Ccos(ωt+ φ)ê1 in Etotal gives

Etotal =
1

2
mω2C2sin2(ωt+ φ) +

1

2
kC2cos(ωt+ φ)

=

(
1

2
mω2 +

1

2
k

)

C2
(
sin2(ωt+ φ) + cos2(ωt+ φ)

)

=

(
1

2
mω2 +

1

2
k

)

C2 = constant

The physial impliation is that the system will never lose energy and the par-

tile will osillate inde�nitely without any hange in amplitude. Conservative
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systems are not ommon in everyday life whih is why a partile in eternal os-

illation appears unrealisti to us. Not surprisingly is that soft-tissue in general

an be thought of as a highly damped (energy dissipative) system [9℄. To better

model the properties of soft-tissue as outlined in Set. 4.1, the mathematial

model needs to be improved.

5.1.2 Analysis of the damped harmoni osillator

The simple harmoni osillator as analysed in Set. 5.1.1 desribes a onserva-

tive system without irreversibilities. The model is idealized and not realizable

in pratie where some energy loss is expeted during the displaement of the

mass (i.e. deformation in a broad sense).

Fs

k
m

e1

e2

Fd

Figure 6: A partile of mass m have been displaed in positive e1-diretion

by an external fore. The spring fore F s(t) ats to restore the length of the

spring. The addition of a damping omponent, illustrated by the retangular

box, introdues a damping fore F d(t).

The setup in Fig. 6 is idential to the system in Fig. 4 with the exep-

tion of the damping omponent. The damping fore F d(t) is de�ned to be

proportionate to the instant veloity of the partile

F d(t) = −γ
dx(t)

dt
, (11)

where the onstant γ ∈ R represents the visous damping oe�ient with di-

mension

kg
s
. The restrition on γ is normally de�ned as 0 ≤ γ ≤ 1, however the

limits will depend on the required harateristis of the system. The form of

F d(t) should not be seen as the only model of damping as many other hoies

are viable depending on the system. Appropriately stated by Provot [31℄, F d(t)
is simply a �rst attempt at modelling dissipation of energy. The reasons for

hoosing F d(t) ∝ dx(t)
dt

will be motivated next. Newton's seond law states

m
d2x(t)

dt2
+ kx(t) + γ

dx(t)

dt
= 0, (12)

whih as in Set. 5.1.1 is a linear, homogeneous, onstant oe�ient seond-

order ODE. The general ansatz in Eq. (5) inserted in Eq. (12) results in the
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quadrati expression,

ω2 − k

m
∓ iγω

m
= 0 (13)

with the two roots,

ω1,2 = ± iγ

2m
±
√

k

m
− γ2

4m2
. (14)

The solutions obtained are

x1(t) = A1e
γ

2m t±i
√

k
m− γ2

4m2
t
ê1, (15)

x2(t) = A2e
− γ

2m t±i
√

k
m− γ2

4m2
t
ê1. (16)

It is evident that the displaement x1(t) exponentially inreases in time by

amount e
γ

2m t
. This implies that the partile will move towards in�nity as time

goes on. This solution is mathematially orret but have unrealisti impli-

ations. The solution x2(t) ontains an exponentially dereasing fator e−
γ

2m t

implying that the partile will eventually settle about its equilibrium. The rate

of whih is dependent on γ andm. The seond fator e±iψt with ψ =
√

k
m
− γ2

4m2

exists in both solutions and is of partiular interest as it implies three di�erent

solutions depending on the hoie of k, m and γ. The three ases are ommonly

labelled subritial damped when ψ ∈ R ⇔ k
m
> γ2

4m2 , ritial damped when

ψ = 0⇔ k
m

= γ2

4m2 and superritial damped when ψ ∈ C⇔ k
m
< γ2

4m2 . Solving

for the real (as in R) subritial ase by superpositioning two x(t) terms gives
the general solution,

xsub(t) = Ae−
γ

2m t (cos(ωt) + sin(ωt)) .

It follows diretly from xsub(t) that the �rst general solution to the ritial

damped ase is

x1,crit(t) = Ce−
γ

2m tê1. (17)

The seond solution an be identi�ed by the ansatz x(t) = h(t)Ce−
γ

2m tê1 where

h(t) is assumed to be an yet undetermined funtion representing undamped

osillations. Inserting x(t) = h(t)Ce−
γ

2m t
into Eq. (12) and simplifying gives

− γ
m

d

dt
h(t) +

γ2

4m2
h(t) +

d2

dt2
h(t) +

k

m
h(t) +

γ

m

d

dt
h(t)− γ2

2m2
h(t) = 0

⇔ d2

dt2
h(t) +

(
k

m
− γ2

4m2

)

h(t) = 0

⇔ d2

dt2
h(t) = 0
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whih implies h(t) = a1t+a2 where a1 and a2 are onstants. The seond solution
to the ritially damped ase is

x2,crit = (a1t+ a2)Ce
− γ

2m tê1. (18)

The �nal ase is superritial damping ψ ∈ C ⇔ k
m
< γ2

4m2 . Rewriting ω1 from

Eq. (14) as

ωsupc = i

(

γ

2m
±
√

γ2

4m2
− k

m

)

(19)

it beomes lear that Aeiωsupct = Ae
−
(

γ
2m±

√

γ2

4m2
− k

m

)

t
∈ R and the solutions to

the superritial ase follow as

x1,supc(t) = A1,supce
−
(

γ
2m+

√

γ2

4m2
− k

m

)

t
ê1 (20)

and

x2,supc(t) = A2,supce
−
(

γ
2m−

√

γ2

4m2
− k

m

)

t
ê1. (21)
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Figure 7: The solutions to the damped harmoni osillator is determined by the

spring sti�ness k, mass m and visous damping γ.

The di�erent solutions as seen in Fig. 7 illustrates how dependent the sys-

tem is on the hoie of spring sti�ness k, mass m and damping oe�ient γ.

The dependene on these parameters are one of the disadvantages of the MSM

as the stability of numerial methods, whih are essential to solve more ompli-

ated mass-spring systems, will partially depend on the hoie of parameters.

To ompliate matters more, the dimensions of k and γ are

kg
s2

and

kg
s
respe-

tively. No obvious relation is found between these quantities and the mehanial
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properties normally assoiated with a material (e.g. Young's modulus, Lamé

onstants and Poissons ratio) [3℄. It is however possible to derive mathemati-

al bounds between parameters based on riteria for numerial stability. Loal

osillations for example are in general not wanted and the superritial riteria

γ2

4m2 = k
m
⇔ γ = 2

√
mk have been proposed as a lower bound stability riteria

[6℄. For large values of m and k, γ ould beome muh greater than the initial

proposed interval of [0, 1].
Simple systems made from only a few partiles and springs have parame-

ters that are arguably possible to de�ne manually. Larger systems spanning

thousands or even millions of partiles and springs are obviously impossible to

manually on�gure (i.e. hoosing k, m, and γ for eah partile and spring) and

optimization methods need to be onsidered [13℄. In many ases the material

is assumed homogeneous and an uniform sti�ness k is hosen for all springs.

Numerial stability is then determined by trial-and-error [12℄. These simpli�-

ations are sometimes needed, but the resulting onvergene of an arbitrarily

tuned MSM is questionable.

5.1.3 A mass-spring model on a 3D polygon mesh

The onept of spring sti�ness, damping and the notion of partiles and springs

as disussed in Set. 5.1.1-5.1.2 will here be extensively used as the MSM is

implemented on a mesh.

Figure 8: A representation of the diaphragm using a mesh made from triangles.

This mesh onsist of 5674 verties and 10523 faes. The blak lines are the

edges, for whih the MSM uses as springs. The mesh is a deimated version

provided by Anatomography [7℄.

The geometry in Fig. 8 is represented by a mesh. A polygon mesh represents

objets using polygons suh as triangles, hexagons, et., de�ned by verties and

faes. A vertex is a ontainer of information that de�nes a graphial position

and additional information about olour, normal and texture oordinates. An

edge is a line segment onneting two verties and a fae is a losed set of

edges. An helpful visualization using all three terms an be found in Figure 9.
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Depending on the omplexity and resolution of a body, the mesh may ontain

thousands or millions of verties and faes.

Implementing a MSM on a mesh is straightforward. Assuming a mesh on-

sists of N verties, eah vertex i = 1, 2, ...N an be thought of as a partile and

assoiated with a mass mi. The edge joining verties i and j is represented by a

spring with damping γij and sti�ness kij(xij) (should be read as kij = f(xij))
where xij = xi − xj is the distane vetor from vertex j to i. Assuming a

mesh is disretized as outlined above and that eah omponent of spring fore

is linear, the resulting seond-order ODE of displaement xi(t) beomes

mi

d2xi(t)

dt2
+ F int

i (t) + F v
i (t) = F ext

i (t) (22)

xi(t) =
[
x1(t) x2(t) x3(t)

]T
(23)

with

F int
i (t) =

∑

j∈M(i)

kij(‖xij(t)‖2 − ‖xij(0)‖2)
xij(t)

‖xij(t)‖2
(24)

and

F v
i (t) =

∑

j∈M(i)

γij
dxij(t)

dt
, (25)

whereM(i) is the set of all verties j sharing an edge with vertex i and F ext
i (t)

are external fores applied to vertex i at time t. The spring fore is analogous

to the spring fore de�ned in Set. 5.1.1-5.1.2. Several important observations

of Eq. (22) an be made. First, the system is inhomogeneous as the right hand

side is non-zero due to the existene of F ext
i (t). Seond, the internal fores

F int
i (t) depends on the system on�guration. The �mesh-based� method of

plaing springs are not the only reasonable approah. Assuming a mesh is made

of retangular elements, it might be warranted to add additional springs e.g.

aross the diagonal to provide greater resistane to shear. Examples are found

in Provot [31℄, who simulated the movement of loth and lassi�ed springs as

strutural, shear or �exion depending on their orientation and Nedel et al. [27℄,

who simulated musle ontration and introdued �angular springs� to avoid

unwanted twisting and bending behaviour. As will be overed in Set. 6 the

mesh of the diaphragm atually onsists of two lose surfaes and springs will

be ategorized as belonging to a surfae or by joining the two surfaes. The

dependeny on mesh topology presents both advantages and disadvantages. Two

di�erent meshes representing the same objet may behave very di�erently, even

when the subjeted loads are equal. A mesh may be heavily redued and ontain

very few faes whih will result in a �bloky� deformation. The third observation,

albeit less apparent but still in�uential on the behaviour of the system, is that

the general expression of visous damping no longer (exlusively) damps in the

diretion of the spring. This is a onsequene from plaing the spring parallel

with the e1-axis in Set. 5.1.1. The form of Eq. (25) is still useful in reduing
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Figure 9: Three di�erent but equal representations of the diaphragm. The

leftmost image shows the verties - the atoms of a mesh - of whih the displae-

ments are of interest. The middle image shows the underlying struture using

a wireframe. The rightmost piture illustrates the diaphragm where the faes

onstrut a solid surfae.

energy, but omes with artefats suh as damping rotations. Damping along

the diretion of the spring may be formulated as

F s
i (t) =

∑

j∈M(i)

δij
dxij(t)

dt
· xij(t)

xij(t)

‖xij(t)‖2
, (26)

with 0 ≤ δij ≤ 1, analogous to the visous damping oe�ient γij . The ·
operator implies salar multipliation. Equation (26) projets visous damping

onto the distane that separates the masses (i.e. the spring, as illustrated in

Fig. 6). The total damping may be de�ned as

FD
i (t) = F s

i (t) + F v
i (t) =

∑

j∈M(j)

(

δij
dxij(t)

dt
· xij(t)

xij(t)

‖xij(t)‖2
+ γij

dxij(t)

dt

)

.

(27)

Solving for xi(t) is ommonly done by rewriting the seond-order ODE into a

�rst-order ODE and applying �rst-order integration tehniques. Transforming

a seond-order system to a �rst-order an be ahieved with the variable hange

d

dt

[
xi(t)
vi(t)

]

=

[
vi(t)
ai(t)

]

, (28)

where the physial interpretations of vi(t) and ai(t) are veloity and aeleration
respetively. Rearranging and inserting Eq. (22) into Eq. (28) gives

d

dt

[
xi(t)
vi(t)

]

=

[
vi(t)

m−1
i

(

F ext
i (t)− F int

i (t)− FD
i (t)

)

]

, (29)

or in matrix form

d

dt

[
x(t)
v(t)

]

=

[
v(t)

M−1f(x(t),v(t))

]

(30)
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where

[
x(t) v(t)

]T ∈ R3N
and M ∈ R3Nx3N

is the mass matrix with non-

zero diagonal

M =
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(31)

with

mi =





mi1 0 0
0 mi2 0
0 0 mi3



 .

The reason for expressing the mass mi along eah diretion, i.e. mij where

j = 1, 2, 3 (orresponding to e.g. the normal Cartesian axes x, y, z) instead

of a onstant mass mij = mi, j = 1, 2, 3 is beause the masses may be used

to redue the number of degrees of freedom. An e�etive method to fore all

partiles to e.g. remain on the 2D Cartesian plane (x, y, z) = (x, y, 0) is to

put mi3 = miz = ∞ (or rather wiz = m−1
iz = 0). The matrix formulation is

suitable for strutured meshes where the verties sharing an edge an be found

expliitly. Assuming that verties share few edges, the matries of f(x(t),v(t))
(and obviously M) an take advantage of sparsity. Equations (3) and (12)

onsists of a pair of oupled �rst-order ODEs that may be solved using standard

�rst-order tehniques. Both equations are suitable for numerial integration.

This is however not the same as suitable for being solved on a omputer. The

fat that the system ontains a very large amount of parametersmi, δij , γij and

kij , onstant parameters i.e. m, δ, γ, k are often hosen beause of the di�ulties

of determining the orresponding mehanial properties (see Set. 5.2). This

as disussed in the end of Set. 5.1.2 assumes the mehanial properties of the

material to be homogeneous and isotropi.

5.2 Parameter tuning with experimental data

Setion 5.1.1 introdued the MSM in the form of the 1D harmoni osillator

and Set. 5.1.3 extended the model to 3D. The proess of extending to multiple

dimensions and allowing ompliated geometries inreased the number of model

parameters. The non-physial onnetion between these parameters and well

de�ned mehanial properties reates a problem.

The MSM is based on disretization and does not rely on the equations

from ontinuum mehanis for whih mehanial properties, suh as Young's

modulus and the Lamé parameters, are easily inluded. The designer is instead
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fored to make sure the MSM mathes experimental data. In Set. 4.1 the

nonlinear behaviour of soft-tissue was explained, however, in Set. 5.1.3 the

internal fores are represented by a sum of linear terms (Eq. (24)). Figure 2

illustrates a nonlinear relationship between streth and strain and we an only

hope to quantitatively apture this behaviour using Eq. (24).

The behaviour of the internal fores during deformation is nonlinear but an

broadly be divided into a nonlinear region and an approximative linear region

for larger deformations. This relationship was used by Basafa et al. [3℄ who

proposed to apture these regions using a two-step funtion,

F s
ij (∆rij) =

xij(t)

‖xij(t)‖2

{

k1∆rij + k2∆r
3
ij ∆rij ≤ Lc

(A+B (|∆rij | − Lc)) sgn(∆rij) ∆rij > Lc
(32)

with ∆rij = ‖xij(t)‖2 − ‖xij(0)‖2, k1,2 ∈ R and

[
A

B

]

=

[
Lc L3

c

1 3L2
c

] [
k1
k2

]

.

The term Lc is the ritial deformation length below whih deformation is

nonlinear. Sine k1,2 are onstants, the spring length of Eq. (32) is normalized

with respet to initial length, i.e.

∆rij(t)←
∆rij(t)

‖∆rij(0)‖2
.

The onstants of Eq. (32) was tuned from experimental data. The hoie of

a third degree polynomial was motivated by its lose �tting to experimental

data [3℄. The two-step funtion inludes a third degree polynomial and should

improve the model and allow for apturing the two distint regions. Figure 10

shows the di�erene between the two spring fores. For argument sake we an

assume that the nonlinear funtion is exat to some known data. Obviously it

is possible to rede�ne the linear funtion so that it agrees better in one region

(e.g. of large deformations) and worse in the other.
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Figure 10: A omparison between nonlinear and linear spring fore ompo-

nents. The nonlinear oe�ients and ritial deformation is hosen arbitrarily.

The linear approximation was �tted using a one-degree polynomial. The linear

funtion is obviously not able to apture the nonlinear behaviour and this is one

of many ommon simpli�ations assumed in MSM. Observe that both internal

fores equals 0 N at 0 mm deformation.

The work by Basafa et al. [3℄ is dependent upon experimental data for whih

funtions an be �tted and onstants mathed. The results are interesting as

a simple reformulation of the internal fores may give signi�antly improved

realism. This example learly illustrates the versatile properties as one of the

MSMs strengths. Automated methods e.g. geneti algorithms and learning

networks exists and are most e�ient if a large number of parameters are to be

determined and large experimental datasets are available [3℄. In the ases where

no experimental data is available it might be an disadvantage to make the model

more omplex by introduing higher order terms. Any equations inluding the

relative di�erene ∆x
p
ij(t) with p > 1 may need to onsider ases of rapidly

dereasing terms and inreased numerial sti�ness. Developers attempting to

reate an useful interative appliation, suh as the one proposed in this thesis,

might fous on robustness and �exibility allowing for the extension into higher

order equations if experimental data beomes available.

5.3 Numerial integrators and initial value problems

The MSM as outlined in Set. 5.1.3 when used in a pratial setting an only

be solved using methods that approximate the solution. These methods have

onsiderable e�ets on the observed solution and lies at the heart of omputer

simulations. An understanding of these methods is neessary in order to prop-

erly evaluate the solution. This setion will introdue the most ommon meth-

ods used in onjuntion with MSM. A more omprehensive review of numerial
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methods an be found in most introdutory sienti� omputing textbooks, see

e.g. Gustafsson [16℄.

The ontinuous solution of a DE is rarely known and numerial methods

are used to approximate the solution. The analysis of numerial methods intro-

dues, among many others, two fundamental properties that will be disussed

throughout this thesis: stability and auray. A numerial method is stable

if it does not magnify errors to ause the solution to diverge in the limit. An

unstable method may produe an obvious inorret and useless solution (e.g.

values approahing ±∞). The auray of a numerial method desribes how

lose the numerial solution is to the ontinuous solution, whih is di�ult to

determine to begin with sine the ontinuous solution is unknown. Many nu-

merial integration tehniques are however based on trunated mathematial

series for whih an upper bound of error may be derived.

The following system of ODEs is alled an initial value problem (IVP) de�ned

as

d

dt
x(t) = f(x(t)) (33)

x(0) = h

x(t) = [x1(t), x2(t), ..., xM (t)]T

where h and f(x(t)) are known. The governing equations of the MSM an be

formulated as an IVP with the form of Eq. (33). The numerial solution is

alulated on a mahine with limited resoures and the solution needs to be

disretized, or sampled, into a �nite interval. Assuming the dependent variable

t and letting the interval be divided into N ∈ Z > 0 steps suh that tn = n ·∆t
where n = 0, 1, 2, .., N − 1 and ∆t = 1

N
. To simplify notation it is onvenient

to de�ne x(n∆t)
def
= xn. The disretization of Eq. 33 is straightforward as

x(t) ← xn. A problem however arises as how the derivative

d
dt

should be

disretized. The �nite di�erene method (FDM) tries to replae the in�nite

limit proess with a �nite di�erene, e.g.

d

dt
x(t) = lim

∆t→0

x(t+∆t)− x(t)

∆t
=

x(t+∆t)− x(t)

∆t
+ R(t)

︸︷︷︸

Truncation error

.

The trunation error R(t) is the error produed by not taking the limit. The

trunation error, or loal error, aumulates into a global error that in many

irumstanes is muh more important than the loal error itself. By assuming

that the solution is smooth, the Taylor series of x(t+∆t) expressed around x(t)
an be used to �nd an expression for R(t). Assume,

x(t+∆t) = x(t) + ∆t
d

dt
x(t) +

∞∑

p=2

∆tp

p!

dp

dtp
x(t) (34)
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that after rearranging gives,

d

dt
x(t) =

x(t+∆t)− x(t)

∆t
−

∞∑

p=2

∆tp−1

p!

dp

dtp
x(t)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

R(t)

. (35)

Apparently, in this ase, R(t) ∝ ∆t , whih is not very satisfying sine it

would be attrative to have R(t) approah zero rapidly if the step size ∆t is
dereased. By inluding more terms from the sum (requiring knowledge about

the derivative of x(t)) or by inluding additional steps, a better approximation

of the �rst (and other) derivative an be found.

Numerial integrators are often labelled expliit, impliit or something in

between depending on what states are used in the approximation. Expliit and

impliit methods have ranging properties in terms of stability, i.e. maximum size

of ∆t before the numerial solution diverges. In general, the use of an impliit

integrator yields better stability with a derease of performane as additional

nonlinear equations must be solved for f(x(t+n∆t). This advantage of expliit
methods is however not guaranteed sine an inrease of stability allows the use

of larger time steps, whih may be more than enough to ompensate for the loss

of solving additional equations [2℄. In addition, expliit methods requires par-

tiularly small time steps to remain stable when solving sti� ODEs. No formal

de�nition of �sti�ness� exists, but an ODE is generally onsidered �sti�� if it

ontains highly osillatory, transient or fast swithing omponents that requires

expliit methods to take partiularly small steps. Unfortunately, the equations

of MSM beome sti� with inreasing spring sti�ness and an improperly hosen

integrator may lead to disastrous results.

Disretizing Eq. (33) by using a �rst order approximation of the derivative

gives the expliit Euler method,

xn+1 = xn +∆tf(xn)

x0 =h

xn = [xn1 , x
n
2 , ..., x

n
M ]

T
.

The hoie of numerial integrator for solving an IVP is dependent on the

system. An improper hosen integrator, e.g. using the expliit Euler to solve

the equations of the harmoni osillator in Set. 5.1.1, will be unonditionally

unstable regardless how small ∆t is made (for proof, see Appendix B). The

impliit Euler is unonditionally stable and allows for arbitrarily large ∆t but
introdues numerial damping that will dissipate energy from the system. The

fourth order Runge-Kutta (RK4) is very ommon in pratise as it improves the

stability region (allowed size of ∆t) while maintaining relatively high perfor-

mane using only four states. However, ertain systems simulated over long

time spans, suh as those arising in moleular dynamis, where physial proper-

ties suh as momenta and energy are onserved, introdues problems that an

not be solved by the RK4. The group of integrators used in these ases are
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Figure 11: Phase plots of three Euler methods for solving the harmoni osilla-

tor. The expliit and impliit Euler diverges by spiralling outwards respetively

inwards. The sympleti Euler is the only integrator that preserves its area in

phase spae.
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Figure 12: Analytial (-) solution to the harmoni osillator and numerial (- -).

The expliit and impliit Euler method osillates with inreasing respetively

dereasing amplitude. In the limit, the solutions share little in ommon with

the analytial. The sympleti Euler mathes the analytial solution well for a

�rst order method, but beomes slightly out of phase.

alled geometrial, or sympleti integrators. A sympleti integrator preserves

area in phase spae (Fig. 11) and in general improves numerial energy onser-

vation. This have signi�ant impat on solutions that proeed far in time as a

�rst order sympleti integrator an globally remain reasonable aurate while

a higher order expliit integrator, suh as the RK4, might beome ompletely

inaurate. Figure 12 ompares the three most ommon Euler integrators as ap-

plied to the harmoni osillator. An extensive review of geometrial integration

inluding the tehnial details an be found in Hairer et al. [17℄.

5.3.1 Disretizing a mass-spring system

A MSM requires the solution of either a single seond-order, or two oupled

�rst-order, ODEs. Solving using �rst-order tehniques by disretizing Eq. (29)

as an IVP outlined in Set. 5.3 on t ∈ [0, T ] with N number of steps for eah

partile i suh that ∆t = T
N

gives
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d

dt

[
xni
v
n
i

]

=

[
vni

m−1
i

(

F ext
i (tn)− F int

i (tn)− FD
i (tn)

)

]

(36)

x0
i = hi (37)

i = 1, 2, ...numParticles (38)

with

F int
i (tn) =

∑

j∈M(i)

kij(‖xnij‖2 − ‖x0
ij‖2)

xnij

‖xnij‖2
(39)

and

FD
i (tn) =

∑

j∈M(i)

δij
dxnij

dt
· xnij

xnij

‖xnij‖2
+ γij

dxnij

dt
(40)

where hi is given data about the initial position of vertex i. The form of Eq.

(36) is of the general IVP de�ned in Eq. (33) and the proedure of stepping

in time and referening previous or futures states are valid. The internal fores

with sti�ness kij are likely to add sti� omponents to the ODE. In these ases,

expliit methods require smaller time steps (but may still diverge in the limit)

and are not suitable for real-time simulations. The Euler-Cromer (also alled

the sympleti Euler or Newton-Stormer-Verlet) is a semi-impliit method that

is very ommon in MSM implementations due to its e�ieny and geometrial

properties,

[
xn+1

vn+1

]

=

[
xn

vn

]

+∆t

[
vn+1

an

]

+O(∆t2) (41)

where an is the aeleration. The evaluation of vn+1
is performed expliit while

the evaluation of xn+1
is impliit. The Euler-Cromer method is a sympleti

integrator designed to solve Hamilton's equation and as suh nearly onserves

the energy of the system. The downside is that the global error O(∆t) is only
�rst order whih limits its pratial use.

The Verlet method is a multi-step method de�ned as

xn+1 = 2xn − xn−1 +∆t2m−1F n +O(∆t4) (42)

with global error O(∆t2). The Verlet integrator is one of the most used integra-

tion methods in moleular dynamis [17℄, and is based on a entred di�erene

sheme that approximates a seond order derivative. The Verlet integration

does not inlude any veloity terms i.e vnx
but requires a previous state of

position xn−1
that may be alulated using a one-step method e.g. the Euler-

Cromer. The veloity vn may however have signi�ane in the system e.g. used

to alulate damping (see Set. 5.1.2, Eq. (11)). As a remedy, the veloity may

be impliitly de�ned as

vn+1 =
xn+1 − xn−1

2∆t
+O(∆t2). (43)
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The impliit de�nition of veloity is one of the strengths of the Verlet method

and is one of the reasons why it works well with onstraints. By alulating

the veloity from the position, the veloity will always be alulated along an

allowed diretion assuming the urrent and previous positions are orret.

The Euler-Cromer and Verlet are signi�ant improvement over purely ex-

pliit methods, suh as the expliit Euler. The downside assoiated with all

expliit integrators used in MSM is that fores may only propagate at a �nite

speed at eah step, whih is not realisti sine fores propagate within the speed

of sound of the material (with the speed of light as an upper limit), i.e al-

most instantly. Impliit solvers suh as the Euler impliit, propagates the fores

instantaneous by solving a system of equations.

5.3.2 The onstrained distane method

A partile may be onstrained to follow a spei�ed path or a pair of partiles may

be onstrited to keep a ertain distane. Constrained partile dynamis deals

with these senarios. Mass-spring models often needs to be onstrained in some

manner e.g. to stop verties from separating [31℄ or to reate rigid links [38℄.

Inreasing the spring sti�ness seems like an easy option, but might just make

the problem worse. The problem is that springs are unpreditable, di�ult to

tune and when sti� enough, they may, depending on numerial method, reate

numerially unstable systems. A simple example of simulating loth will be used

to illustrate the shortomings of a onventional MSM. Although simulations of

loth di�er in many aspet from soft-tissue, the same fundamental problems

must be solved.

Hanging cloth simulated using a MSM

Figure 13: A retangular piee of loth is nailed to a wall at its upper two orners

using pins. The loth is simulated until rest using a MSM with mi = 0.001 kg,
k = 100 N

m
and visous damping γij = 0.1 kg

s
subjeted to gravity g = 9.81 m

s2
.

The loth appears to hang realistially everywhere exept at the nails, where

the weight of the loth has strethed the fabri far beyond what is plausible.

This issue an be solved by implementing distane onstraints.

A distane onstraint between two partiles i and j , or verties sine we
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are dealing with a polygon mesh, an be expressed mathematially as a salar

funtion

C(x(t)) = ‖xi(t)− xj(t)‖2 − r = 0 (44)

with r ∈ R. This means that required positions xr(t) =
[
xi,r(t) x(t)j,r

]T

makes C(xr(t)) = 0. Taking the time-derivatives of C(x(t)) gives equations for

the legal veloities satisfying

d
dt
C(x(t)) = 0, and aelerations

d2

dt2
C(x(t)) = 0.

This formulation, when expanded, gives a diret formulation of the orretive

fore, or impulse depending on how many derivatives are taken, needed for the

onstraint equation to be zero. A omplete derivation of a pair-wise distane

onstraint in 3D have been omitted, but an be found in the Appendix, setion

A. Requiring that the solutions x(t) of an ODE also solves the onstraint

funtions C(x(t)) = 0 mathematially hanges the system into a di�erential

algebrai equation (DAE).

The solution to the DAE gives the positions that ful�ls both the ODE and

the onstraints. The exat solution of most DAE is, similarly to the exat so-

lution of ODEs, pratially either unobtainable or too ine�ient to alulate

and approximations are instead used. From a mathematial perspetive, this is

ertainly an attrative model but from a omputational, the answer may not be

as obvious sine the orretive fores needs to be solved and integrated, thereby

introduing additional operations and numerial errors. An e�ient and simple

approah of onstrained dynamis was famously proposed by Jaobsen [20℄ and

later generalized by Müller et al. [26℄. The basi tehnique was however already

in use by Provot roughly ten years earlier [31℄. Jaobsen's method inludes Ver-

let integration (see Set. 5.3.1) followed by a iterative post-proessing step of

modifying positions diretly without the use of fores or impulses. The method

is based on the assumption that the integration of the aumulated fores is

orret with respet to diretion but not by amount. The onstrained partile

approah as presented by Müller an handle many di�erent types of onstraints

e.g. ontat, bending and strething [26℄. For this projet, the distane on-

straint is arguably of greatest interest sine the verties may be displaed aross

large distanes.

The method proposed by Jaobsen will be referred to as the onstrained

distane method (CDM). The CDM is applied to a system of partiles after a

new set of positions are found, reasonably assumed to ome from integration

using a numerial method. The new positions are assumed orret with regard

to diretion, but may violate a distane onstraint. The CDM orrets eah

onneted pair of verties i,j by adding respetively subtrating the relative
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di�erene in position between the urrent and the required position,

xi(t)← xi(t) +
mj

mi +mj




 ‖xij(t)‖2

︸ ︷︷ ︸

Current distance

− ‖xij(0)‖2
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Required distance






xij(t)

‖xij(t)‖2
(45)

xj(t)← xj(t)−
mi

mi +mj




 ‖xij(t)‖2

︸ ︷︷ ︸

Current distance

− ‖xij(0)‖2
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Required distance






xij(t)

‖xij(t)‖2
. (46)

Observe in Eq. (45) and Eq. (46) that the initial distane ‖xij(0)‖2 is assumed
to equal the required distane, something that might not always be true. The

oe�ient of the last term on the right hand side is indeed salar and only

hanges the magnitude of xi(t) along the diretion of the spring. Ifmi+mj = m

the weight fator

mi

mi+mj
simply beomes 0.5, implying that an equal amount

of hange is distributed between the vertex pair i and j. A mathematially

equal but slightly more useful form of the weight fator may be expressed as

wi

wi+wj
=

mj

mi+mj
using the inverse mass wi = m−1

i . This expression is suitable

if some verties should be immovable, i.e. mi =∞⇔ wi = 0.

Algorithm 1 Verlet integration oupled with post-proessing.

1 N=number_of_verties ( ) ;

2 for i =1:N

3 F=sum( a t ing_fo re s ) ;

4 x ( t+1, i )=2∗x ( t , i )−x( t−1, i )+dt∗dt∗F ;
5 end

6 numRelaxations =5;

7 for i =1:N

8 x ( t+1, i )=  on s t r a i n t s ( i , numRelaxations ) ;

9 v ( t+1, i )=(x ( t+1, i )−x ( t−1, i ) ) / (2∗ dt ) ;
10 end

Algorithm 1 (written in MATLAB) outlines the use of Verlet integration

oupled with the CDM. The veloity is found using Eq. (43) on line (9). The
important ontribution is seen on line (8) alling the funtion onstraints. The

details of the CDM outlined in Algorithm 2 enfores the onstraints using Eq.

(45) and (46) as orretions. The innermost loop hanges the position of a

pair of onneted verties. As the CDM only deals with two verties at one, a

partile onneted to more than one vertex will be moved several times, possibly

breaking previous orretions. To avoid this it is neessary to perform several

iterations (i.e. numRelaxations > 1) at eah time step. The solution onverges

with an inreasing number of iterations.
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The CDM applied everywhere The CDM applied at the pins

Figure 14: Cloth with equal setting as in Fig. 13 is simulated until rest using

MSM→CDM with a single relaxation. The loth exhibits the same behaviour

as it would using sti�er springs, but without the risk of reating instabilities.

The disadvantage in this partiular ase is a redution of �exibility, whih an

be overome by loalizing the CDM at the pins.

Algorithm 2 The onstrained distane method.

1 funtion  o n s t r a i n t s ( i , numRelaxations )

2 for k=1:numRelaxations

3 for j =1:M( i )

4 x i j=x ( t+1, i )−x ( t+1, j ) ;
5 length=sqrt ( x i j .∗ x i j ) ;
6 di f f=(length−r e s t l e n g t h ( i , j ) ) / length ;

7 x ( t+1, i )=x ( t+1, i )+w( i )/ (w( i )+w( j ) )∗ di f f ∗ x i j ;
8 x ( t+1, j )=x ( t+1, j )−w( j )/ (w( i )+w( j ) )∗ di f f ∗ x i j ;
9 end

10 end %end o f numRelaxation loop

11 end %end o f fun t i on fun t i on

The notation MSM→CDM will be used extensively when disussing the

implementation and should be read as MSM �followed by� CDM. The result of

the MSM→CDM as applied to a piee of loth is seen in Fig. 14. The left piee

of loth gives the illusion of having some of its elements (squares, in this ase)

removed, this is not true but the result of some elements turning and aligning

towards the viewer. This e�et an be notied by starting in the middle of

the image and following one of the lines going left or right. The advantage of

the CDM is the e�ient, stable and loalizable way it may be implemented to

inrease the sti�ness of an objet. As desribed in Set. 5, omplex biologial

strutures are often made from a mixture of nonrigid and rigid omponents for

whih the behaviour of the latter may be aptured by the CDM.

In simulations of deformable objets it might be required that an objet pre-
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serves some geometrial quantity suh as volume or area. Promayon et al. [30℄

modelled the respiratory system and treated the abdomen as an inompressible

objet using volume onstraints i.e. C(x)vol = V (x(t)) − V (x(0)) = 0. The

MSM→CDM an be used to quantitatively preserve the geometry of an objet

and, onsequently, to redue self-ollisions. Figure 15 illustrates a time lapse of

the unit ube, with an edge length of 1, subjeted to an time dependent external

fore.

0 iterations 200 iterations 400 iterations 600 iterations 800 iterations 1000 iterations

Figure 15: The unit ube is subjeted to an external fore in the top vertex

marked by a irle. The deformation is performed using a onventional MSM.

The ube folds several times during the simulation and little remains of its initial

shape.

Figure 16 uses idential settings but with the CDM applied to the irled

vertex. A single relaxation is enough to keep the struture of the ube and

preserve some of its initial shape. The result is improved by inreasing the

number of relaxations or by inluding more verties in the CDM.

0 iterations 200 iterations 400 iterations 600 iterations 800 iterations 1000 iterations

Figure 16: The unit ube with the MSM→CDM using 1 relaxation applied at

the top vertex marked by a irle. The thik blak edges are onstrained to keep

their initial length.
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Part IV

Implementation

6 The onstrution of the 3D mesh

The step of obtaining a geometrial representation of the diaphragm is obviously

fundamental in this type of work, espeially sine the MSM is a mesh-dependent

deformation model as disussed in Set. 5.1.3. 3D reonstrution of organs

using medial imaging have been done suessfully using data obtained from

omputed tomography (CT) and magneti resonane imaging (MRI). Ahiev-

ing aurate high resolution 3D models are however not an easy task even if one

ignores the ethial issues and onentrates solely on the tehnial di�ulties.

The diaphragm is made mostly of soft-tissue and is surrounded by organs with

similar density (see Set. 2.2). Separating soft-tissue by tehniques suh as

thresholding does not work well as the diaphragm blends with its surroundings.

In addition, the diaphragm is very thin and its outline in ertain CT-sans (de-

pending on plane of orientation) may be just a few pixels [37℄. The proess of

segmenting the diaphragm thus requires advaned image segmentation software

and exellent medial knowledge. The aquiring of patient data and segmenta-

tion is outside the sope of this thesis and a ommerially available mesh was

used from Anatomography [7℄.

6.1 Creating a volume by ombining two surfaes

The diaphragm provided by Anatomography [7℄ onsist of two separate but lose

surfaes as shown in Fig. 17. The superior surfae will be referred to as the �top�

and the inferior surfae as the �bottom�. The top and bottom surfaes reates

a problem sine the onventional MSM only plaes springs between verties

sharing an edge as explained in Set. 5.1.3. This means that a vertex on the

top surfae and a vertex on the bottom surfae will never be onneted by

a spring regardless of how lose they are. This lak of oupling between the

surfaes is not realisti and may lead to senarios where verties on the top

surfae ollides and passes through the bottom surfae and vie versa. This is

obviously not wanted and the hoie is either to model the diaphragm using only

one surfae, treating the diaphragm as in�nitely thin (in engineering terms, a

membrane), or joining the two surfaes by inserting springs. The latter option

is hosen as an inrease of thikness also inreases stability, as well as agreeing

with the atual physiology of the diaphragm.
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Figure 17: The mesh of the diaphragm is onstruted with two surfaes. A part

of the the top surfae has been removed to show the bottom surfae.

The problem of assigning verties in the bottom surfae to nearby verties in

the top surfae (or vie versa) was solved by formulating the problem into a ray-

triangle intersetion problem (ommon in omputer-graphis). The proedure

is outlined in Algorithm 3. The proedure start by assigning a normal vetor

to eah vertex in the bottom surfae. A problem is immediately apparent sine

a vertex is just a point and formally does not have a normal vetor. This

inonveniene an be overome by onsidering that a vertex belongs at least

one fae (probably more) for whih the normal is de�ned. The average of these

normals may be onsidered the vertex normal. If any fae in the top surfae

is interseted by the normal vetor, its three verties (sine the mesh is made

from triangular elements) is linked to the bottom vertex. The result of linking

the two surfaes an be seen in Fig. 18. The result is not perfet as some of

the verties normals does not interset the top surfae and no springs an be

attahed between the surfaes. These situations are rare and does not impat the

simulation to a large extent assuming the neighbouring verties are onneted

to both surfaes.

Algorithm 3 Linking two surfaes.

1 N=number_of_verties ( bottom . v e r t i  e s ) ;

2 for i =1:N

3 f i=get_faes_with_vertex ( i , bottom . f a  e s ) ;

4 Ni=mean( normals ( f i ) ) ) ;

5 [ INTERSECT, top_ver t i  e s ℄= r a y i n t e r s e  t ( i , Ni , top . f a  e s ) ;

6 i f (INTERSECT)

7 put_spring ( i , t op_ver t i  e s ) ;

8 end

9 end

The funtion rayinterset on line 5 is based on the fast and e�ient method

proposed by Möller et al. [25℄.
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Figure 18: A load have been plaed on the top surfae on the right dome. The

left diaphragm does not plae springs between the two surfaes and as a result,

the top surfae ollides and passes una�eted through the bottom surfae. The

right diaphragm uses springs between the two surfaes and the deformation

inludes both surfaes.

7 The division of physiologial omponents

The heterogeneous tissue omposition of the diaphragm, whih inludes both

tendon, ligaments and musle, and its omplex funtion as explained in Set.

2.2 is far too omplex to be aptured by a single model. This work builds on

previous works, see Set. 1.4, by aknowledging the physiology of the diaphragm

and handling its musular, tendinous and rigid omponents separately. Eah of

these omponents requires speial handling and are must be taken to join them

e�etively and onviningly. The rigid parts of the diaphragm is set to follow a

spei�ed path, e.g. the movement of virtual ribs, or to remain motionless. This

is ahieved by modifying the positions of the orresponding verties diretly

based on kinemati laws using transformations suh as translation and rotation.

This approah requires that the verties orresponding to e.g. an attahment

point or a musular setion, be known a priori. The seletion of these parts is

performed manually using the open-soure program MeshLab.

Figure 19: The attahments points of the sternum and ostal margin. The

attahment to the xiphoid proess equals the entral top part of the seletion.
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Figure 20: The attahment to the lower ribs.

The attahment to the lower ribs as seen in Fig. 20 is rotated upwards and

outwards during natural ventilation. This may be visualized as a buket and

pump handle movement, as will be illustrated in Set. 8.1.

Figure 21: The rura of the diaphragm is seleted to belong to the attahment

points of the spine. These points are set to remain motionless during simulation.

The rura of the diaphragm attahes to the lumbar vertebraes of the spine as

illustrated in Fig. 21. The attahments to the spine are programmed to remain

motionless during physiologial ventilation and during MV. The entral tendon

is passive in physiologial respiration and respiration during MV, however, in

both ases of inspiration, the entral tendon is displaed towards the abdomen.

An outline of the entral tendon is seen in Fig. 22.
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Figure 22: The boomerang shaped entral tendon (white) as outlined on the di-

aphragm. The entral tendon is manually seleted using MeshLab. The quality

of the seletion is dependent upon the total number of faes available and the

area of the faes.

The remaining parts not seleted as entral tendon, rib attahment, lumbar

attahment or sternal attahment broadly orresponds to musular tissue. The

seletion in Fig. 19, 21 and 22 impats the simulation in a large extent. In

partiular, to avoid exessive spring elongation between two groups of verties

translated or rotated in di�erent diretions, it is neessary to perform the sele-

tion as shown above with some margin, leaving enough �non-seleted� verties

(interpreted as musular tissue) between the attahments.

8 Simulating MV and physiologial ventilation

The simulation deals with MV and physiologial ventilation whih are physio-

logially opposite senarios. During MV, air is pushed into the patients lungs

up to a ertain volume or pressure. The air auses the internal pressure of the

lungs to inrease and, onsequentially, the expansion of the lungs. The expan-

sion inreases the external pressure of the diaphragm and auses it to (assuming

CMV) passively displae towards the abdomen. This is opposite in regard to

physiologial breathing where the expansion of the lungs is the result, not the

ause, of the diaphragm ontrating and �attening towards the abdomen. Phys-

iologial exhalation, as well as exhalation during MV, is passive with respet to

musle involvement.

8.1 Simulating physiologial ventilation

The ontration of the diaphragm begins in the ZAP. The domes of the di-

aphragm desend along with the entral tendon towards the abdomen and

pushes the ribs outwards and upwards. The result is an inrease of the ver-

tial diameter, the anterior-posterior diameter and the lateral diameter of the

thorax. The ontration originating in the ZAP is di�ult to model as the fun-

tional aspets of ontratile soft-tissue is omplex, as desribed in Set. 4.1. In

addition, simulating ontration by ompressing verties in the MSM may re-

sult in extremely high internal fores, whih an lead to numerial instability.
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Several methods have been proposed to simulate musle ontration, suh as

the ation-line based method by Nedel and Thalmann [27℄ and the spring-like

musle elements by Zordan et al. [41℄. Based on the disussion about numerial

sti�ness and the di�ulty of ontrolling springs (see Set. 5.3.2), the option

of simulating ontration by using springs and hanging their initial length to

reate internal fores, was not onsidered a viable alternative. An external fore

is instead plaed on the diaphragms surfae inferior to the lungs. The ribs,

sternum and the vertebral olumn are bony strutures and the following two

assumptions an be made: Any deformation of these parts is negligible and

the verties belonging to an attahment keeps their relative distanes. This

simpli�es implementation and enables the use of a�ne transformations suh

as rotations and translations. The ostal, sternal and lumbar attahment are

assumed to follow the lower ribs, sternum and spine respetively. The musu-

lar and tendinous setions are modelled using the MSM→CDM as desribed in

Set. 5.1.3 and Set. 5.3.2. The di�erene in sti�ness is aptured by using 2

relaxations for the musular setions and 5 relaxations for the entral tendon.

The verties orresponding to the ostal attahment is rotated around the

α- and β-axis as seen in Fig. 23. The rotational points are hosen by inspetion

as the lumbar insertion points for the ribs rotating around the α-axis and the

entre point on top of the diaphragm for the β-axis. The maximum degrees

of rotation was hosen as 6 degrees, roughly orresponding to the maximum

rotation of the 9th rib as seen in Table 1.

α

β

Figure 23: A rib attahment and the two axis of rotation, α and β.

The angles in Table 1 have previously been de�ned by other authors [37℄ and

are spei� to the lower ribs exlusively and should be treated as initial guesses.

The angles an be hanged interatively during a simulation. Figure 24 shows

rotation around eah respetive axis. The sternal attahments is translated

slightly forward during ontration as a funtion of the external fore.

Rib Degree max(β) Degree max(α)

6 9.4 6.9

7 7.9 6.6

8 7.9 6.2

9 6 6.3

Table 1: Statistially determined maximum rotational angles of the lower ribs.
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α

β

Figure 24: The left image shows rotation around the α-axis and the right rota-

tion around the β-axis. These two types of rotation are similar to a pump and

buket handle rotation. The rotations are greatly exaggerated.

The lumbar attahment is set to remain motionless by de�ning the inverse

mass wi = 0. Exhalation is simulated with opposite fores, translations and

rotations as the domes of the diaphragm reshape and the ribs and sternum

lowers respetively translates towards the diaphragm.

A sine funtion is used to ombine the movement of the rigid attahment

points and the deformation of the musular parts.

Fsin(
π

T
)

The parameter T is the ventilation period for a omplete exhale and inhale. The

interpretation of F is dependent on what omponent is observed, i.e. musular

and tendinous or attahment. The top surfae during MV �sees� F as the

maximum magnitude of external fore, while the sternal attahment onsiders F

the maximum distane. Regardless of omponent, the key is that the ventilation

time is equal and that eah omponents extremes are reahed simultaneously.

8.2 Simulating CMV

The passive displaement of the diaphragm during CMV is modelled by plaing

an external fore on the surfae diretly inferior to the lungs. The deformation of

the musular and tendinous setion are performed using the MSM→CDM using

2 relaxations for the musular setion and 5 relaxations for the entral tendon.

The verties of the ostal attahment in Fig. 20 is rotated slightly outwards and

upwards by a maximum of 2 degrees determined through visual inspetion. The

sternal attahment as seen in Fig. 19 is translated forward proportionally saled

to the external fore. This aptures both the displaement of the diaphragm

and the slight expansion of the hest. The verties belonging to the lumbar

attahment as seen in Fig. 21 is set to remain motionless by de�ning the inverse

mass wi = 0 analogously as in the ase of physiologial ventilation in Set. 8.1.

Exhalation is modelled analogously with an opposite direted external fore
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and opposite translations and rotations. Combining the di�erent omponents

to work in phase was done using a sine funtion as desribed in the end of Set.

8.1.

8.3 Simulating other ases of MV

Mehanial ventilation may be used in assistane to the patients ventilatory

system and these senarios may be modelled as a mixture between CMV and

physiologial ventilation as desribed in Set. 8.2 and Set. 8.3.

8.4 The system and the hoie of programming language

The system is run on a Intel Core 2 Duo T8300 at 2.4GHz with 3GB physial

DDR2 RAM with a NVIDIA GeFore 8600M GS graphis ard. The operat-

ing system is Ubuntu 12.04 (preise) 64-bit with kernel 3.2.0-40-generi. The

programming environment is MATLAB version 8.0.0.783 (R2012b) provided by

MathWorks. The C ompiler is the Gnu Compiler Colletion (g) version 4.6.3.

The hoie of MATLAB was motivated by the authors previous experiene,

the relative short time span of the projet and MATLABs large library of built-

in tools whih allows for quik development. An espeially important fat in

the deision to use MATLAB was the support for quik 3D graphis rendering

and the relatively simple task of reating interative appliations, in partiular

a GUI. MATLAB is an interpreted language and its omputational e�ieny

an beome limiting. Fortunately, MATLAB allows appliations to use ompiled

�les in the form of MATLAB exeutables (MEX) written in either Fortran, C or

C++. This projet used MATLABmainly for visualization and for preompiling

data, e.g. lists of neighbouring verties for eah vertex and the orresponding

initial distanes. The primary funtion of MATLAB was used for visualization

and for providing a layer of interation between the user and the simulator.

The omputationally expensive parts of the simulator, i.e. the MSM and the

CDM, was written in C and ompiled into a MEX. The latter was fundamental

in reahing the goal of real-time performane.
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Part V

Result

9 The simulator

9.1 The GUI and simulation parameters

The simulator allows parameters to be set on a developer and user level. The

developer level parameters needs to be ompiled and inludes the timestep ∆t,
spring sti�ness kij and the spring damper oe�ient δij . The user parameters

are summarized in Table 2 and are interative parameters available during run

time.

Figure 25: The interative GUI together with a view of the diaphragm as seen

in the simulator. The panel on the left onsist of the user parameters.
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Parameter Max Min
Desription

Tendon relaxations 20 0
The number of relaxations used in the CDM

for the entral tendon.

Musle relaxations 20 0
The number of relaxations used in the CDM

for the musular tissue.

Visosity 1 0 The visosity damping oe�ient γij .

Buket 20 0
Number of degrees for outwards rotation

similar to a buket handle.

Pump 20 0
Number of degrees for outwards rotation

similar to the pump handle.

Breath fore 600 0 The fore of whih the diaphragm displaes.

Ventilation period 200 1
Number of iterations orresponding to an

omplete ventilation yle.

Instant hange - -

If heked, the above settings is applied

instantly instead of at eah vent. period.

Table 2: The list of interative parameters available for the user during simula-

tion. The hoie of parameters an be saved into an external �le and loaded at

a later time.

10 Validation

The simulator when tuned using inspetion to model physiologial ventilation

and CMV quantitatively aptures the geometrial hanges i.e. the inrease of

the vertial diameter, the anterior-posterior diameter and the lateral diameter

of the thorax during both CMV and physiologial ventilation. In partiular, by

using external fores the simulator is partiularly useful in apturing the passive

displaement of the domes of the diaphragm during CMV.
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Part VI

Disussion

10.1 Strengths and weaknesses

The simulator is not perfet and have some noteworthy weaknesses. A real

diaphragm ontrats during inspiration and the fore generated in the ostal

musle �bres lower the domes as the ZAP inrease and derease in thikness

and length respetively. In addition, the fore generated is not entirely direted

vertially as the diaphragm pushes the ribs outwards and upwards as desribed

in Set. 2.2. The proposed model treats the ZAP as a musular setion and

alulates the deformation using the MSM→CDM. The shortening in length and

inrease in thikness of the ZAP is aptured as desribed in Set. 8.1 by rotating

the ostal attahment and by externally foring the entral tendon towards the

abdomen. A problem arises as the CDM prevents verties from separating. The

result is that the ZAP bukles rather than shortens during ontration. This

an be visualized as what happens if you try to ompress a rubber band. The

problem an be somewhat avoided by alulating the deformations of the ZAP

using the MSM only (removing the CDM). This is not perfet either as the

inreased degrees of freedom together with the inreasing internal fores reates

self-ollisions and unrealisti visuals. More work is therefore needed to apture

the physiologial and geometrial hanges in the ZAP during inspiration.

Performing the seletion manually as shown in Set. 7 works well for this

partiular set of omponents but hanging or re�ning seletions is troublesome.

The seletion proess requires some pratial knowledge about meshes and about

the anatomy of the diaphragm. The ideal situation would be to integrate a se-

letion tool into the simulator whereby developers in ollaboration with medial

experts ould manually selet eah omponent and evaluate the results diretly

in a simulation. In many ases it is interesting to ompare several di�erent

seletions of the same omponent to establish a relationship between the se-

letions and the deformations as applied through the simulator. Seleting the

omponents diretly would thus save a signi�ant amount of time ompared to

the urrent implementation where developers are fored to perform the seletion

using an external program (see Set. 7) and save-export-import eah omponent

to work in the simulator.

10.2 Performane limitations and optimizations

The real-time performane of the simulator is limited by two foremost fators:

the number of verties and the total number of relaxations used at eah time

step, whereby the former as seen in Fig. 26 is muh more signi�ant.
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Figure 26: The MATLAB pro�ler returns what parts onsumes the most time

during a 120 seonds interative simulation with a total of 7 (2 musular + 5

tendinous) relaxations at eah time step. drawnow is a built-in ommand in

MATLAB that �ushes the event queue and updates the graphis window, MSM

(MEX) is the mass-spring model, CDM (MEX) the onstraint distane method,

F=f(t) is all time-dependent objets that needs to be alulated at eah time

step, Other signi�es other lines of ode with no obvious large ontributor.

Observe with aution that the perentage of time spent in the CDM (15.21%)

is not onstant but a funtion of the number of relaxations. If e.g. a very sti�

entral tendon is requested, the time spent in the CDM and drawnow starts to

equalize as shown in Fig. 27.

Figure 27: Pro�ling a 120 seond long interative simulation with a total of 15

(2 musular + 13 tendinous) relaxations. For an explanation of the terms see

Fig. 26.

Optimizing the drawnow ommand is limited in MATLAB. The suggested

hanges, after onsulting a MATLAB Appliation Engineer at MathWorks, in-
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Verties/Faes Average frames per seond (FPS)

1895/3770 38.9

3516/6885 27.7

6993/13772 17.6

14937/29531 8.5

Table 3: The number of verties have a diret relationship with frame rate.

By roughly doubling the verties, 10 FPS is lost. In eah of the above 120

seonds long simulations the total number of relaxations was kept onstant at

7 (2 musular + 5 tendinous).

volved swithing between di�erent graphis renderers or onverting from a fae

and vertex representation to other storage types. Swithing between the dif-

ferent graphis renderers did not result in any performane gain although it is

possible that this would have worked using a more modern system with ded-

iated hardware for graphis aeleration. Changing the representation of the

mesh was not tried as the urrent implementation of the MSM is entred around

the fae and vertex representation as explained in Set. 5.1.3. Evaluating the

impat on performane of the CDM is di�ult sine the method is a funtion

of both the number of verties onstrained and the number of relaxations used.

Loalizing the CDM and keeping the number of a�eted verties onstant while

inreasing the relaxations gives as shown in Fig. 28 a relationship between the

number of relaxations and the FPS.
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Figure 28: The CDM is applied to 31.2% (orresponding to the entral tendon)

of the total number of verties while the number of relaxations are inreased.

The simulation is o�ine, i.e. not performed in real-time, to isolate the de-

pendene of the CDM. Three measurements are reorded for eah number of

relaxations.
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Figure 28 shows an exponential derease of performane during an o�ine

simulation. At 5 iterations the performane drop is roughly 50%. The e�ets

during real-time where the CDM is not the bottlenek (as in Fig. 26) the

performane drop is not as signi�ant, but still visible and should be fatored

when onsidering using high-resolution models together with a large number of

relaxations.

Optimizations should be direted towards the graphis rendering as this a-

ounts for roughly 50% of the simulation time. It is possible that future version

of MATLAB will be more e�ient or provide user with inreased ontrol over

the graphis pipeline, as of now a solution might be to abandon MATLAB and

turn to a ompiled language with an low-level graphis library e.g. C++ and

OpenGL. The possibilities of parallelizations are limited as the governing equa-

tions of the simulator is solved as an IVP where eah step is dependent on

previous. The CDM method in its urrent form (see Algorithm 2) is di�ult

to parallelize as both the outer and inner iterations are dependent on previous.

The time onsumed by the MSM in the urrent appliation is roughly 5% and

insigni�ant with respet to the total time. It is possible however that the MSM

might beome a more limiting fator with larger systems and with optimized

graphis handling. The alulations of the internal fores is the largest onsumer

of work within the MSM and is a possible andidate for parallezation. The ur-

rent implementation preomputes the initial distanes and a list of neighbours

for eah vertex. This is possible as the total number of verties does not hange

and no springs are removed during simulation. Optimization strategies for ef-

�ient data storage strutures where the springs may hange an be found in

Hali et al., 2009 [18℄.
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Part VII

Conlusions

The presented real-time simulator quantitatively aptures the geometrial hanges

of the diaphragm during physiologial ventilation and CMV. The simulator of-

fers a range of interative settings that allows simulations of di�erent ases of

MV and physiologial ventilation. The onstrained distane method is shown

to be a simple and numerially stable option of modelling the inreased sti�-

ness of the entral tendon as well as preventing several artefats ommon to

the MSM. The simulator provides a basis for more elaborate models that ould

be extended to involve additional omponents of the respiratory system. More

researh is needed to aurately model the geometrial hanges in the ZAP and

to reah the long term goal of providing researher and physiians a useful tool

for time analyses of the e�ets of MV.

11 Future work

11.1 Inluding additional physiologial omponents

Reahing the long term goal of performing a time resolved simulation of the

physiologial respiratory system exposed to the di�erent ases of MV requires

a multidisiplinary ollaboration of taking small but meaningful steps. The

presented ideas in this work may be used in more elaborate models where e.g.

representations of the lungs and ribage are inluded to give a relationship

between volume and pressure during di�erent ases of MV.

To target the phenomenon of weakened diaphragmati ontratility, as aused

by VIDD, a multiphysis and multisale (in both time and spae) approah is

needed. The extension into inorporating ellular reations are an immense un-

dertaking. Although muh work is needed, the so alled in silio methods i.e.

omputer simulations used in biology, are rapidly beoming more sophistiated

with inreased understanding of moleular dynamis, mirobiology and avail-

able omputational power. Interested readers are reommended to an artile by

Masaru Tomita, 2001 [34℄ presenting whole ell simulations as a grand hallenge

of the 21st entury.

11.2 Inreasing portability using existing frameworks

The downside of using a ommerial produt suh as MATLAB is a lak of

portability as ommerial engineering software is expensive and a wide variety of

software exists. In order to share ideas and inrease portability an option ould

be to extend an already existing open soure framework, suh as the simulation

open framework arhiteture (SOFA). SOFA is a framework written in C++

with emphasis on real-time medial simulations. Although SOFA inludes lots

of advaned features like multi-threading, CUDA, FEM, deformable objets,
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onstraints, ollisions and muh more, it is still in its early days and requires

its users to have a ertain amount of tehnial knowledge. Regardless of whih

framework or platform that gains popular reognition, the bene�ts of using a

standardized framework are portability and ollaborative support.

The arguably largest bene�t of using MATLAB is its fast prodution type

making it very suitable for prototyping. The performane limitations disussed

in Set. 10.2, in partiular, MATLABs graphi rendering, might require more

advaned appliations to be written in a ompiled language, suh as C++, or

using a framework suh as SOFA.

11.3 Validation and linial ollaboration

It is not unusual for medial simulations to be evaluated by inspetion from

medial experts as an in vivo omparison is often not possible and might have

been the original motivation for a simulation to begin with. Establishing a

qualitative ollaboration between researhers and linial sta� is extremely im-

portant as the data obtained in the ICU ould be used to validate and improve

the theoretial model. In the event of a ontinuation of this projet, establish-

ing a onnetion between linial ollaborators is arguably the most signi�ant

addition. Muh work is already plaed by researhers on determining patient

spei� parameters from linial data, e.g. CT-sans and the use of 4D CT-sans

in validation have previously been used suessfully [38℄.
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A Derivation of a pair-wise distane onstraint

in 3D

The following is a derivation of a spei� onstraint between two partiles. The

general ase is not di�ult to derive but is not of any pratial use in this thesis

and have been omitted.

Assuming two partiles [xi,xj ] ∈ R3

are separated by distane d ≥ 0 let

x =
[
xi xj

]T
the salar funtion C(x) is alled the onstraint funtion de�ned

as

C(x) = ‖xi − xj‖2 − d = 0.

Taking the time-derivative of C(x) gives

Ċ(x) =
d

dt

[
(xi − xj)

T (xi − xj)
]1/2

=
(xi − xj)

T

‖xi − xj‖2
(ẋi − ẋj) = 0 (47)

⇔ Jẋ = 0

for whih matrix J = ∂C(x)
∂x

is the Jaobian matrix,

J = nT
[
I −I

]

with nT =
(xi−xj)

T

‖xi−xj‖2
. Equation (47) simply states that the relative veloities

between the partiles along the entre line must be equal. Taking the time-

derivative of Ċ(x) gives

C̈(x) =
d

dt
(ẋi − ẋj)

T xi − xj

‖xi − xj‖2
(48)

= (ẍi − ẍj)
T xi − xj

‖xi − xj‖2
+ (ẋi − ẋj)

T d

dt

xi − xj

‖xi − xj‖2
(49)

= (ẍi − ẍj)
T xi − xj

‖xi − xj‖2
+ (50)

+(ẋi − ẋj)
T

(
ẋi − ẋj

‖xi − xj‖2
− (xi − xj)(ẋi − ẋj)

T (xi − xj)

‖xi − xj‖32

)

(51)

=
(xi − xj)

T

‖xi − xj‖2
(ẍi − ẍj)+ (52)

+
(ẋi − ẋj)

T

‖xi − xj‖2

(

(ẋi − ẋj)−
(xi − xj)

‖xi − xj‖2
(ẋi − ẋj)

T (xi − xj)

‖xi − xj‖2

)

(53)

= Jẍ+ J̇ ẋ = 0 (54)

Newton's seond law states ẍ = M−1(F +F c) where F c is the fores needed to

ful�l the onstraint. The magnitude of F c remains unknown, but the diretion
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of F c is suh that it does not break any onstraints, i.e. F c is orthogonal to the

allowed veloity onstraint,

F c = JTλ

where JT is alled the null spae omplement of J and λ the Lagrange multi-

pliers [39℄. Substituting ẍ(t) into Eq. (54) gives

J
(

M−1(F + JTλ)
)

+ J̇ ẋ = 0

JM−1JTλ = −
(

JM−1F + J̇ ẋ
)

λ = −
(

JM−1JT
)(

JM−1F + J̇ ẋ
)−1

The onstraint fores F c are then easily omputed by multipliation with JT .

B Comparison of the expliit, impliit and sym-

pleti Euler for the harmoni osillator

This setion will examine the stability of the expliit, impliit and sympleti

Euler as numerial solution methods for the harmoni osillator. For proper

de�nition and a disussion of the harmoni osillator, see Set. 5.1.1. In the

following derivations it is assumed without proof that QE,I,S is diagonalizable,

i.e. an be written as QE,I,S = T−1
ΛT .

The expliit Euler is de�ned as

[
v

x

]n+1

=

[
1 −∆tω2

∆t 1

]

︸ ︷︷ ︸

QE

[
v

x

]n

with ω =
√

k
m
. The eigenvalues of QE equals

λE = 1∓∆tωi

with i =
√
−1. Sine |λE | =

√
1 + ∆t2ω2 > 0 for ∆t 6= 0 the expliit Euler is

unonditionally unstable.

The impliit Euler is de�ned as

[
v

x

]n+1

=

[
1 0
0 1

] [
v

x

]n

+

[
0 −∆tω2

∆t 0

] [
v

x

]n+1

⇔
[
v

x

]n+1

=
1

1 +∆t2ω2

[
1 −∆tω2

∆t 1

]

︸ ︷︷ ︸

QI

[
v

x

]n
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with eigenvalues

λI =
1∓∆tωi

1 + ∆t2ω2
.

The two eigenvalues both ful�l |λI | =
√
1+∆2tω2

1+∆t2ω2 = 1√
1+∆t2ω2

< 1 for ∆t 6= 0

and the impliit Euler is unonditionally stable but inludes inreased numerial

damping with inreasing ∆t.
The sympleti Euler is de�ned as

[
v

x

]n+1

=

[
1 −∆tω2

0 1

] [
v

x

]n

+

[
0 0
∆t 0

] [
v

x

]n+1

⇔
[
v

x

]n+1

=

[
1 −∆tω2

∆t 1−∆t2ω2

]

︸ ︷︷ ︸

QS

[
v

x

]n

with eigenvalues

λS =
1

2

(

2−∆t2ω2 ± i∆tω
√

4−∆t2ω2
)

.

The eigenvalues satis�es

|λS | =
1

2

√

(2−∆t2ω2)
2
+∆t2ω2 (4−∆t2ω2)

=
1

2

√

4− 4∆t2ω2 +∆t4ω4 + 4∆t2ω2 −∆t4ω4

=
1

2

√
4 = 1

as long as the imaginary part exists, that is, |∆tω| ≤ 2. For |∆tω| ≥ 2 the eigen-
values |λs| ≥ 1 and the numerial solution will diverge. The sympleti Euler is

thus stable for the harmoni osillator as long as the time step is onstrained to

|∆t| ≤ 2
√

m
k
. The size of the allowed time step is thus inversely proportionate

to the spring sti�ness.
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